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Abstract—This paper presents a design procedure and a 
control strategy for a grid-connected single-phase multilevel 
converter. The proposed system uses two series connected H-
bridge modules, one fed by photovoltaic panels, the other by 
energy storage devices.  The former switches at line frequency, 
while the latter operates in PWM. The system is designed to 
minimize the voltage stress on the switches, while the control 
strategy is such that a constant active power is delivered to the 
grid with high power factor, even if the energy produced by the 
photovoltaic panels is variable. The paper illustrates the power 
converter design procedure, the hybrid PWM method and the 
small signal modeling used to design the controllers of each 
inverter. In addition, the performance of the multilevel converter 
is verified by means of simulation and experimental results, 
which show the system ability to operate as expected. 

Keywords—multilevel converters; digital control; renewable 
sources of energy; distributed generation systems. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The utilization of multilevel converters has recently 

become a frequently adopted solution for high-power and 
power-quality demanding applications [1]-[3]. The main 
reasons are the higher voltage operating capability reached 
with conventional semiconductors, lower common-mode 
voltages and inherently improved power quality (voltages with 
reduced harmonic contents and nearly sinusoidal currents). 

Among the several application fields of multilevel 
converter topologies, one of particular interest, nowadays, is 
the interface of renewable energy sources in distributed 
generation (DG) systems. An example of this kind of 
application is the use of the multilevel converters in grid 
connected PV systems [4]-[8]. In particular, the cascaded H-
bridge (CHB) multilevel converter has attracted attention for 
this application. Indeed, each H-bridge power cell uses isolated 
DC sources, which can be easily supplied by PV module 
strings. Furthermore, it offers benefits such as lower switch 
voltage stress, by interconnecting enough modules in series, 
and reduced switching frequency, which improves the system 
efficiency. 

 Moving along the same line, this paper proposes a grid-
connected (127V/60Hz) CHB multilevel converter system that 
integrates a PV array, considered as the primary energy source, 
and a battery pack. Because the available energy from PV 
systems may vary depending on the weather conditions 

(temperature, solar radiation, partial shading), season, and 
geographic location, it is indeed interesting to augment the 
system with an energy storage device, so as to provide a certain 
degree of power fluctuation compensation, or peak shaving 
capability [9]. Thereby, the proposed multilevel topology has 
in its set-up two H-bridge power cells connected in series, one 
of them, designed to operate at grid frequency, connected to a 
PV array and the other one, operating in PWM, to a 
rechargeable battery. Compared with conventional solutions, 
the one proposed in this paper has two major advantages: i) it 
can use lower voltage switches on each inverter and ii) it can 
exploit line frequency operation in the higher power unit 
without causing excessive grid current distortion. Besides 
illustrating the multilevel system topology, this study develops 
a general methodology and a control strategy to implement the 
power fluctuation suppression, feeding the grid and the local 
loads with a constant pre-defined amount of active power at 
high power factor. 

II. MULTLEVEL CONVERTER SYSTEM 
The proposed topology is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, 

it uses two H-bridge modules connected in series, being fed by 
two independent energy sources. Exploiting the inherent 
flexibility of the topology, where, each of the different H-
bridge power cells can process a different power level and 
operate with a different switching frequency, in the proposed 
solution the PV powered cell operates at line frequency while 
the battery connected one, that processes a lower power, is 
PWM modulated. The converter, therefore, operates as an 
hybrid PWM modulated system [1], minimizing the switching 
losses. In addition, thanks to the series connection, the DC-link 
voltages are minimized as well, allowing the use of reduced 
voltage switches, again to the benefit of conversion efficiency. 

In order to highlight the physical limitations of the 
cascaded arrangement shown in Fig. 1, we will now analyze it 
in more detail. In the first place, please note that we assume 
that the array of PV panels already has a maximum power 
point tracking control, and the battery pack also has a built-in 
charging and discharging controller, so that both inverter cells 
can be assumed to be fed by a voltage source, namely VDC_A 
and VDC_B. Due to the different physical nature of the sources, 
inverter A, powered by photovoltaic panels, operates in 
unidirectional mode, i.e., the whole power generated by the 
panels will be transferred to the system, whereas inverter B, 
powered by batteries, operates in a bi-directional mode, so that 
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the batteries can be charged or discharged as required. 
Therefore, the proposed system must manage the power flow 
so as to make the H-bridge cell A deliver all the active power 
available from its DC-link, PA, while the H-bridge cell B 
operates both as a series active filter, keeping the AC grid 
current in phase with the grid voltage (with minimal distortion) 
and as an active power compensator, keeping the power 
delivered to the grid, and possibly to local loads, as constant as 
possible, even if variations occur in the input power PA. 

To obtain high power factor at the point of common 
coupling (PCC), the following condition shall be satisfied: the 
fundamental component of current flowing through the circuit, 
defined as Ig, must be in phase with the fundamental 
component of the distribution system voltage, called Vg. From 
these considerations, it is possible to establish a diagram, 
shown in Fig. 1, which represents the desired situation, where 
Ig and Vg are respectively the phasor representations of the 
fundamental rms (root mean square) grid current and voltage, 
VL is the rms voltage across the coupling inductor, Vo is the 
phasor representing the fundamental rms output voltage of the 
multilevel converter, and φo is the displacement angle between 
the grid voltage and the terminal voltage of the cascade 
multilevel converter. Note that the resultant vector, that 
represents the output voltage of the multilevel converter, is the 
sum of the fundamental components of the output voltages 
generated by the cells A and B, i.e., Vo=(VA+VB), where VA and 
VB. represent the rms voltage produced by the power cells A 
and B, respectively. Thus, the vector sum VA+VB is expected to 
produce a resulting vector such that VL is always at 90° from 
Vg, to satisfy the condition of maximum transfer of active 
power, according to (1). 

 ( )A B gLV V V V= + −  (1) 

III. DESIGN PROCEDURE AND CONTROL METHOD 
In the previous section, the multilevel topology to be used 

as an interface of renewable sources and batteries was defined. 
In this section, analysis and basic procedures to design the 
multilevel system are presented, which serve to define the 
optimal values for variables such as DC-link voltages and line 
coupling inductance. 

A. Basic Design Considerations 
In order to present the design procedure, only the 

fundamental components of current and voltages are 

considered, because, assuming a negligible grid voltage 
distortion, they almost completely determine the active power 
flow. Knowing that the nominal grid rms voltage is 127 V and 
its frequency 60 Hz, the following design constraints are 
imposed: (a) the considered maximum power (PAmax) and 
minimum power (PAmin) generated by photovoltaic panels are 
equal to 1.25 kW and 0.75 kW, respectively; (b) the power (Pg) 
to be transferred to the utility grid is kept equal to 1 kW∗. 
While the physical meaning of PAmax is obvious, the role of 
PAmin needs to be clarified. PAmin represents the generated 
power level below which the system cannot deliver the desired 
power to the grid, without excessively stressing the battery 
pack. 

With a generated power ranging from PAmin to PAmax the 
active power processed by the inverter B is a function of power 
PA, i.e.,  

 ( )  –B A g AP P P P= . (2) 

As aforementioned, the power PB, processed by inverter B, 
will be absorbed or supplied by a battery, thus determining 
charge and discharge phases, according to the variation of the 
power generated by the photovoltaic panels. However, 
according to (2), the maximum PB in magnitude is equal to 
250 W, i.e., PBmax = + 250 W, and PBmin = – 250 W, so that the 
system operates as follows: 

• When PA = Pg, PB = 0, i.e., when the power generated by the 
photovoltaic panels is equal to the reference power Pg, the 
inverter B does not exchange energy; 

• When, g B max A g( )P P P P− ≤ < , B 0P > , i.e., when the power 
generated by the panels is smaller than the power to be 
transferred, the inverter B will transfer active power from 
batteries to the grid (if the batteries state of charge allows 
that); 

• When g A A max  P P P< ≤ , B 0P < , i.e., the power transferred to 
the grid remains constant and the additional power is drained 
by converter B to charge the batteries (if their state of charge 
allows that). 

Note that for PA power values outside the range 
aforementioned, or when the battery state of charge does not 
allow further power absorption/injection, the reference of 
power Pg to be transferred to the grid will be changed, so that 
the system operates properly. In other words, a supervising 
controller, whose characteristics are not considered in this 
paper, is required to operate the system in real life conditions. 

Considering grid fundamental current and voltage to be in 
phase, i.e. cos( ) 1φ = , Vg = 127 V and a fixed Pg = 1 kW, the 
rms grid current is ( )g g g 7.9AI P V= = . The coupling 
inductor voltage drop is given by gLV I j Lω= ⋅ , where ω  is the 
angular frequency, L is the inductance and fg is the grid 
frequency, 60 Hz. 

                                                           
∗The choice of these particular values is actually related to the prototype 
implementation, described in Section VI. The design procedure, of course, has 
general validity. 
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Fig. 1. Single-phase grid-connected multilevel converter interfacing PV
pannels and batteries and the active power transfer diagram. 
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B. Control Strategy for Cell A: Amplitude Modulation 
Considering only the fundamental components, a control 

strategy for the power cell A is outlined. It is based on 
amplitude modulation at fixed phase. From previous data one 
can define the absolute minimum value of the fundamental 
component of the output voltage of inverter A, VA1min  

 A1 min A max g 158.75 VV P I= = , (3) 

where PA max is the maximum primary source power and Ig is 
the desired grid current. Please note that (3) assumes the phase 
shift between VA1 and the grid voltage is zero. If a suitably 
higher value is chosen to prevent saturation, e.g. VA1=160 V, 
then the phase shift at maximum power will be slightly higher 
than 0. The exact value can be determined according to the 
following expression: 

 1 A max
A op

g A1

180φ cos 7.167
P
I V π

− ⎛ ⎞
= ⋅ =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⋅⎝ ⎠

, (4) 

where A opφ  is the operation angle of VA, A max 1.25 kWP = , 

g g gI P V=  and A1 160 VV = . During operation, the amplitude 
of the fundamental voltage of the inverter A will vary, while its 
operating angle will be kept constant at A opφ . The required 
rms values of VA1 as a function of input power PA can be 
calculated as 

 ( )( )A1 op A A g A op( ) cos φV P P I= ⋅ , (5) 

where PA ranges from 0.75 kW to 1.25 kW. In order to deliver 
the power coming from the source, cell A will have to 
modulate its fundamental output voltage according to the 
following law A opφ

A op A A1 op A( ) ( ) jV P V P e ⋅= ⋅ . 

In our implementation, fundamental amplitude modulation 
is achieved by using a simple line frequency, square wave 
modulation strategy. Inverter A controller varies the switching 
angle, α, so as to maintain its DC-link voltage regulated at the 
given reference. As the output voltage of the inverter A is a 
three level wave at line frequency (where α represents a half of 
the zero voltage angular interval), the AC current that flows has 
large harmonic content. Therefore, it is desirable that the 
DC-link voltage of inverter A is as small as possible, so that 
inverter B can more effectively compensate a greater number 
of harmonics in the current. The design of the DC-link voltage 
can be made in a simple manner. Using the Fourier relation for 
determining the fundamental component of a square wave 
(α = 0), one can determine the minimum required DC voltage: 

 ( )DC_A_min A1 2 4 177 VV V π= ⋅ ⋅ ≅ . (6) 

Once again, a slightly higher value is chosen in order to avoid 
saturations, e.g. VDC_A=180 V. Once VDC_A is determined, one 
can establish a modulation function that relates the switching 
angle and power PA, that is: 

 ( ) ( )A1 op A1
A

DC_A

2
α cos

4
V P

P
V

π−
⎛ ⎞⋅
⎜ ⎟= ⋅
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. (7) 

C. Defining the Parameters for Inverter B 
To guarantee current control at all operating points, in the 

following we establish some relations that directly constrain 
inductance L and the DC-link voltage VDC_B. 

1) According to (1), inverter B needs to supply an average 
voltage given by: 

 B A g A op A( , ) ( ) ( )LV P L V V L V P= + − . (8) 

So, in order to determine VB, it is necessary to obtain the value 
of VL as a function of the inductance L. 

2) However, (1) has to be satisfied in every PWM switching 
period, which means that, during inverter A zero voltage 
interval, the total Vo(L) will have to be generated by inverter B. 
Instead, when inverter A is generating a voltage equal to 
±VDC_A, inverter B has to generate, on average, the difference 
between Vo(L) and VDC_A. Considering both cases, a minimum 
VDC_B voltage level can be found, assuming ϕA op angle 
negligible, and is given by: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )

o A
DC_B

o A DC_A

2 sin α
max

2 sin α
V L P

V L
V L P V

⎧ ⎫⋅⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⋅ −⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
, (9) 

where Vo=Vg+VL is the rms value of ov  and α  is the switching 
angle of inverter A. 

3) The choice of VDC_B and L, finally, affects the design of 
inverter B also from another standpoint, i.e. harmonic current 
compensation capability. Indeed, inverter B operates with 
current control in order not only to adjust grid current 
fundamental, so as to deliver the maximum active power to the 
grid, but to compensate distortions as well. Thus, VDC_B voltage 
must be high enough so that the current control can compensate 
a reasonable number of harmonics, say up to the 5th or 7th and 
keep current control without incurring into deep saturation.  

The constraints discussed above determine three 
relationships involving L and VDC_B. Assuming reasonable 
inductance values, e.g. from 1 mH to 20 mH, in gLV I j Lω= ⋅  
and substituting in (8) and (9) we could set-up an iterative 
procedure to determine the minimum operation values of VB 
(maximum magnitude values) and VDC_B with respect to L. 
After the analysis, it was determined that the worst case for 
constraint 1) is when PA=PAmin and the worst case for 
constraint 2) is when PA=PAmax. 

For the constraint 3) we determined the lowest value of 
VDC_B in order to compensate up to the 7th harmonic component 
of the current, under the condition which the time derivative of 
current determined by inverter B is at least equal to the time 
derivative of current determined by the voltage VA. 
Considering the worst cases, VB and VDC_B are plotted in 
relation with inductance L in Fig. 2. Observing Fig. 2, we see 
how VDC_B = 170 V and L = 10 mH is a (limit) solution that 
satisfies all constraints. Lower L values, down to 1 mH, are 
equally possible, but were not available for the experiments at 
the time of writing. 

Now, extracting the magnitude |VB(PA,L)| and the phase 
angle B Aφ ( )P  from B A( , )V P L  for 10 mHL = , and given 
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VA op(PA), it is possible to obtain the graphics, in Fig. 3, that 
show the steady-state operation of the multilevel converter with 
the amplitude modulation strategy applied to inverter A. Fixing 
the phase angle of phasor VA and varying its amplitude, as 
implied by (7), inverter B can exchange energy by varying the 
angle and amplitude of its fundamental voltage. This can be 
verified inspecting the locus generated by phasors VA and VB in 
Fig. 3(a). Then, it is possible to see that inverter B will have to 
generate at least the following rms voltage (Fig. 3(b)): 

 B min B A min( ) 37  VV V P= ≅ . (10) 

IV. DESIGN OF CONTROL LOOPS 
The multilevel converter operation mode proposed in this 

paper requires two independent control loops, one to regulate 
DC voltage of the inverter A, and the other one to control the 
multilevel output current by inverter B. Both control scheme 
diagrams and circuit parameters are shown in Fig. 4 and 
Table I, respectively. In this section, classic design procedures 
using PI controllers are presented for current and voltage 
control loops, guaranteeing small steady-state error in tracking 
the reference current and voltage signals [10]. 

A. Inverter A: DC Link Voltage Control Loop 
Voltage control of the DC-link is performed by adjusting, 

through switching angle variations, the small amount of real 
power flowing into the DC-link capacitor. The voltage 
controller actually determines the amount of power transferred 
to the system from the DC source, thus compensating for the 
conduction and switching losses. In steady-state, PA (power 
available at the DC-link) has to be equal to the sum of the 
converter losses and the power transferred to the grid. Please 

note that we are neglecting the presence of inverter B, as it 
operates well beyond the control bandwidth considered in this 
proposal. Disregarding the converter losses, the power balance 
of the system is as follows: 

 ( )A
A A1 g A opcosCdE

P V I
dt

φ= − ⋅ ⋅ . (11) 

In (11), ( )
A

2
C A DC _ A1 2E C V= ⋅ ⋅  is the energy stored in the 

DC-link capacitor CA. The controlled variable VDC_A is 
considered to be equal to the superposition of a steady-state 
component and a perturbation component, 

DC _ A DC _ A DC _ AV V v= + . Thus, considering PA and the grid 
current Ig constant (steady-state) and solving (11) for small 
signals yields: 

 ( )A DC_A DC_A A1 g A opcosdC V v v I
dt

φ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅  (12) 

As shown by (7) the relation between the switching angle 
α , the control variable, and the fundamental voltage of the 
inverter A is non linear. However, partially deriving ( )A1 αV  in 
function of VDC_A and α , and rewriting in terms of small 
signals approximation yields 

 ( ) ( )DC _ A
A1 DC _ A

44 cos α sin α α
2 2

V
v v

π π
⋅

= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅

, (13) 

where α  is the steady-state switching angle and α  is the small 
signal controller output. Substituting (13) in (12), simple 
calculations yield the following result for ( ) ( )_ A

α
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

DCvG s s :  

 ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
DC _ A

DC _ A

g A op

1tan α
2

1
4 cos α cos φA

G s V
V

sC
I

π
= ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ⋅
+ ⋅

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

, (14) 

which is the transfer function between modulation angle α  and 
DC-link voltage. Fig. 5 shows the control loop block diagram. 
The controller block is represented by a typical proportional 
integral (PI) regulator structure. Its output represents the 
switching angle α and GTV is the voltage sensor gain. 
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Fig. 4. Control scheme diagrams for inverter A and B. 

TABLE I.  MULTILEVEL SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

VDC_A VDC_B L Vg *Pg  f 
180 V 

1.42 p.u. 
170 V 

1.34 p.u. 
10 mH 

0.234 p.u. 
127 V 

1.0 p.u. 
1000 W 
1.0 p.u. 60 Hz 

CA CB PAmax PAmin PBmax PBmin 

1360 uF 
8.27 p.u. 

2720 uF 
16.54 p.u. 

1250 W 
1.25 p.u. 

750 W 
0.75 p.u. 

250 W 
0.25 p.u. 

−250 W 
−0.25 p.u. 
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Considering the parameters, CA=1360 μF, VDC_A=180 V, 
GTV=1, mφ=72° (phase margin), _ 2 Hz=CR Vf  (crossover 
frequency), and choosing the peak power case, PA=PAmax, 

( )A maxα α P= , the PI parameters are KP=3.7e-4 and 
KI=0.47 Hz. 

B. Inverter B:Current Control Loop 
Inverter B operates using a PWM modulation technique to 

control the grid current ig. First, the current reference is 
synchronized with the grid voltage to ensure unity power factor 
using a PLL [11], [12]. In this case, the reference is constant 
and is given by: 

 ( ) ( )
*

g*
g  

g
θ 2 sin θ

P
i

V
= ⋅ ⋅ , (15) 

where Pg
* is the grid active power reference, Vg is the line 

voltage, and θ is the synchronous angle produced  by the PLL. 
The error between the generated current ig and the reference 
current is processed through a PI controller, and then the output 
current error is compared with a symmetrical triangular 
waveform (15 kHz) in order to produce the gate signals. 

The transfer function between inverter voltage and grid 
current is given by: 

 ( ) 1
I GIG s k

s L
= ⋅

⋅
, (16) 

where D C _ B2GIk V= ⋅  is the gain of the converter and 
L=10 mH is the coupling inductor. The block diagram of the 
current control loop for the inverter B is shown in Fig. 6, where 
all the components are represented for their respective transfer 
functions or gains. The design of the current control loop gains 
KP and KI was carried out based on the parameters 
VDC_B=170 V, GTI=1, mφ=72°, ( )_ 15 6  kHz=CR If , which 
yield the following controller constants: KP=0.44 and 
KI=2242 Hz. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The performance of the proposed multilevel converter 

system has been verified by simulations using PSIM® for the 
power circuit and control. The control system is implemented 
as a C script in a discrete time simulation block. A grid-
connected cascaded structure has been considered to transfer 
1 kW to the grid and also to keep current control. In order to 
represent the photovoltaic generator, a current source 
connected to the DC-link of the inverter A was used, and 
instead of batteries, we used a bi-directional controlled rectifier 
to deliver or absorb energy and regulate the voltage VDC_B. 

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of the multilevel 
converter when the input power PA=750 W. In this case, 

inverter B is delivering 250 W to the system in order to 
maintain Pg=1 kW. The current controller behavior can be 
observed in Fig. 7(a), which shows the grid current in phase 
with the grid voltage, while Fig 7(b) shows the output voltages 
of inverters A and B as well as the output of the current 
controller. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results for an input 
power PA=1 kW. Note that the grid current remains controlled 
while inverter B does not exchange energy with the system. 
Similarly, Fig 9 shows the results for PA=1.25 kW. In this case 
the multilevel converter continues to deliver 1 kW to the grid, 
and the inverter B is now absorbing 250 W. 
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Fig. 6. Current control loop block diagram. 
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Fig.7. Waveforms for PA=750 W. (a) grid voltage; grid current; VDC_A. 
(b) output voltages of inverters A and B; current controller output PIB. 
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Fig.8. Waveforms for PA=1 kW. (a) grid voltage; grid current; VDC_A. 
(b) output voltages of inverters A and B; current controller output PIB. 
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Fig.9. Waveforms for PA=1.25 kW. (a) grid voltage; grid current; VDC_A. 
(b) output voltages of inverters A and B; current controller output PIB. 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
After simulation, a hardware prototype of the proposed 

converter was set-up and experimentally tested in connection to 
a 127 V/60 Hz power grid. Each H-bridge cell is implemented 
using modules from SEMIKRON®. The multilevel converter 
prototype switches at 15 kHz and is controlled by a digital 
signal processor (TMS320F28335). For practical reasons, the 
converter is fed by a 4 kW PV source emulator from Magna 
Power® to represent the PV system and by a bi-directional 
controlled rectifier to represent the batteries. 

Fig. 10 shows the experimental results of the system 
delivering constant power to the grid. The results were 
obtained under the same conditions of the simulations, i.e., the 
DC power of inverter A was adjusted to deliver approximately 
750 W, 1.0 kW and 1.25 kW. As can be seen, the multilevel 
system is able to maintain the current in phase with the grid 
voltage, to satisfactorily compensate the harmonic distortion 
and, finally, to control the DC-link voltage of inverter A by 
adjusting the switching angle. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper has described a control method for a multilevel 

converter connected to grid that can be powered by PV panels 
and batteries. Independent controllers for each H-bridge power 
cell were designed and through the simulation and 
experimental results it was found that even with variations in 
the power of inverter A DC-link, the multilevel converter was 
able to transfer a preset power and maintain its output current 
in phase with the grid voltage. 
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Fig.10. Waveforms for PA≈750 W: (a), (b); PA≈1 kW: (c), (d); PA≈1.25 kW: (e), (f); grid voltage and current g g( , )v i ; voltages of inverters A and B A B( , )v v . 
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